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South Africa - Weather
Southern India will have a few opportunities for light rain during the coming week. The lack of heavy
rain will continue to help firm the topsoil and support more aggressive harvesting and fieldwork. The
environment will also remain favorable for aggressive winter crop planting and establishment,
though planting progress may remain behind normal in areas that were4 impacted by flooding in
recent weeks. Drier biased conditions are slated for the remaining portions of India during the
coming week. The lack of rain will continue to support a good environment for late-season
harvesting and general fieldwork. Winter crop prospects will also remain mostly good with
exceptions for the driest areas in Rajasthan. • Southern India will have a few opportunities for rain
during the coming week
o The most widespread rain will occur today and Wednesday with a few light showers occurring

counter evaporation • The remaining portions of India will be mostly dry during the coming week o
Any rain that does occur will be rapidly lost to evaporation • Northern India will have a few
opportunities for light precipitation December 22 – 28 o The remaining production areas will be
drier biased
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: A mostly quiet weather pattern will be in place during the next ten days with a
couple exceptions.
o Much of the Midwest will see precipitation tonight into Thursday with some snow in the northwest
before areas near and south of the Ohio River see moderate to heavy rain Friday into Saturday.
o There is some potential for strong to severe thunderstorms in the lower Midwest Friday into
Saturday, as well
• The next significant winter storm system to impact the region may occur Dec. 24-26 with
confidence for this event low.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see a few rounds of precipitation
through the next two weeks with fieldwork likely to advance around the moisture.
o Some of the driest areas from southeastern Georgia and northeastern Florida will benefit from rain
Sunday into Monday.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Most areas from southern Mato Grosso do Sul to Parana, Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do
Sul will benefit from rain into Thursday and important increases in topsoil soil moisture will result
and will temporarily improve conditions for crops. The remainder of Brazil will see regular rain and
favorable conditions for crop development through the next two weeks.
ARGENTINA: Most of Argentina will see favorable conditions for planting and development of crops
during the next ten days to two weeks, but rain during the period is not likely to be great enough to
prevent many areas from drying down overall and some of the drier areas may see rising levels of
crop stress in the last week of the month.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Regular rounds of precipitation will continue throughout Europe this week. The most frequent moisture will impact the northern coast of Spain, France into portions of Germany and the Alps as well as Italy
into Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Montenegro into Hungary and Slovakia today through the Monday. Moisture will increase over the U.K. and into France Tuesday into Wednesday as well as southeastern portions of
the continent.
AUSTRALIA: Harvest of winter crops and fieldwork will improve over Australia this week, especially areas that have been wettest over New South Wales and southeastern Queensland in November and the first days of
December. The lack of rain will allow crop maturation and harvest to occur uninterrupted in many locations and rain that does occur will be brief and erratic and slow fieldwork briefly. The greatest shower and
thunderstorm activity will impact the central coast of Queensland today into Saturday and return to southeastern Australia near the coast Tuesday into Wednesday. Totals will vary from 0.05 to 0.80 inch and local
totals up to 2.50 inches.
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